THE WORLD’S FIRST
IOT FLAT RATE

The World is Moved by Clever Things. We Make Them Connected.

1NCE DNA: Revolutionising IoT from the Inside

1NCE is the first fully fledged global Tier-1 IoT carrier specialized in providing managed connectivity services for low data IoT applications. 1NCE cooperates with the leading operators in order to guarantee Tier-1 carrier grade connectivity services around the world.

FEATURES

1. NO ADDITIONAL COSTS FOR ROAMING
2. NO HIDDEN FEES

B2B webshop is simple and easy to use, providing activated 1NCE IoT SIM cards with global coverage.

Plug & Play
No activation of SIM resulting in the ability to Plug & Play with ease.

All SIMs delivered as pre-activated cards with all services included.

No hassle with PIN or PUK.

NO AUTHORIZATION OR ACTIVATION REQUIRED

Configure
Ensure your usability by clearly configuring your SIM to each device.

- Set SIM lock
- Set monthly limits
- Setup SIM with 500MB data and 250 SMS
- All stock shipped from within Germany.

Integrate all main functions into external systems with the 1NCE API and Data Streamer

Multi-bearer Technology
Enables seamless switching between connectivity technologies with the 1NCE multi-IMSI SIM.

Connectivity Management Platform

Pre-paid model for IoT devices

IoT flat rate – all inclusive package

5G, NB-IoT, 4G, 3G, 2G and LTE-M2

IoT Connectivity Pay-Play

Focus on IoT connectivity.

All products and services developed for IoT purposes only.

10 years of experience with 20 years of M2M and IoT experience.

Company led by an innovative mindset.

"1NCE has set a new standard in IoT connectivity. It will become the leading global connectivity platform for the IoT!"

Alexander P. Sator, CEO & Founder

THE WORLD IS MOVED BY CLEVER THINGS. WE MAKE THEM CONNECTED.